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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the importance, safety, and efficacy of vaccines has been
questioned more than ever despite the clear and significant effectiveness of
vaccines to reduce, and sometimes eliminate, the incidence of a number of
severe illnesses. Currently, the only required education for parents about
vaccines includes the Vaccine Information Statements, which are provided by the
Center for Disease Control (CDC) at each vaccination visit. These statements
outline the benefits and risks of receiving a vaccine, but they are written at an
above-average reading level and do not directly address specific vaccine
concerns. Many vaccine concerns can be assuaged with proactive education by
providers at early well-child visits.

Above: An example of the impact of vaccines on the incidence of Vaccine
Preventable Diseases.1 Left: Reported Measles cases between 1944 and 2007.
Note the near elimination of measles following vaccine implementation. Right:
Reported Measles cases between 2007 and 2014. Vaccine incidence is seen to
increase with the rise of the anti-vaccination movement.
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Records  excluded (n  =  148)
-Adverse  effects  of  vaccines  n=37
-Surveys  of  vaccine  hesitancy  
parents  n=  25
-Guidelines  n=  9  
-Other  irrelevant  topic  (not  focused  
on  childhood  vaccines)  n=  77

Study 2: A randomized trial to increase acceptance of childhood vaccines by
vaccine-hesitant parents: A pilot study
Results: The use of educational materials resulted in less vaccine hesitancy,
however the educational materials did not correlate with a change in vaccine status.
Study Critique: The researchers included participants who scored lower on the
PACV survey compared to other studies, which could have created a dilutional effect
by including more parents who were less vaccine hesitant.

Figure  1:  PRISMA  Flow  Diagram
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Steps to Improve Vaccine Education:
• Providers can start by giving parents vaccine information before the two-week
well child visits where vaccines are given. This will allow parents time to review
the vaccine information and not be pressured to make a decision right then.
• The educational materials should be at an appropriate reading level and be
visually appealing, without being too wordy.
• The content addressed should target the average parent and not providers.
• Focusing on safety is important, but materials also needs to include reasons for
vaccinating and vaccine importance in relation to individual and herd immunity.
These initiatives can provide accurate educational information and dismiss false
beliefs by providing targeted messages. The goal of these educational
interventions is to increase positive parental attitudes toward vaccine safety,
efficacy and importance.
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RESULTS,  cont.

Study 1: Attitudes and beliefs of parents concerned about vaccines: Impact of
timing of immunization information
Results: Odds ratios were calculated to assess the likelihood of positive changes in
attitudes towards vaccines after reviewing new materials. In the two-month and
prenatal groups, the odds of responding positively to questions about vaccine safety
were significantly higher when mothers were given the additional vaccine information.
In the one-week group, significant responses were noted after reviewing the
informational pamphlet regarding vaccine safety, the effect of vaccines on a child’s
immune system, and the notion that vaccines will not cause serious adverse effects in
children.
Study Critique: The article did not have a true control group, as each group was at
some point given the educational information, and every mother was given the VIS as
required by law. Including pamphlets given to patients would have been beneficial so
clinicians can see information that might help alleviate concerns of parents.

To determine the best methods for providers to educate parents on vaccine safety,
importance, and efficacy to prevent these VPDs and continue to eliminate such
ailments.

Records  identified  through  PubMed  
search
Search  words:  Major  Topic  
[vaccination/psychology],  MeSH  Terms  
attitudes  and  adult,  published  after  2009
(n  =  230)

RESULTS

Records  after  duplicates  removed  (n  =  241)

Records  screened  (n  =  241)

Full-text  articles  assessed  for  eligibility  
(n  =  93)
Studies  included  in  qualitative  synthesis  (n=  14)

Studies  included  in  meta-analysis  (n  =  3)

Full-text  articles  excluded,  with  
reasons  (n  =  79)
-Irrelevant  interventions  n=54
-Provider  centered  interventions  
n=10
-No  measurable  outcomes  n=  15

Study 3: Differential maternal responses to a newly developed vaccine
information pamphlet
Results: The pamphlet was preferred over the VIS due to it addressing other factors,
like efficacy and side effects of the vaccine that may contribute to a mother feeling
confident in vaccines, compared to just vaccine safety that the VIS emphasizes.
Study Critique: The study did not address any changes in knowledge after reading
the vaccine materials or evaluate changes in immunization rates. Including an
example of the new vaccine pamphlet used would also be helpful to researchers.
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